SERVICES QUICK GUIDE

How to Use Text Banking
Check balances and history via text message directly from a mobile device, without the need to log in to eBanking.

INITIAL SET-UP
This must be done in eBanking on a desktop or laptop computer.
STEP 1: Click on
the Options tab

STEP 2: Click on
Mobile Settings

STEP 3: Click on Text
Mobile Settings

STEP 4: Check to
enable text access
and agree to the
Terms & Conditions

STEP 5: Check for
each account you
want to access
via text message.
Create a Mobile
Short Name for each
account.
STEP 6: Verify that
all the information
is correct before
clicking Confirm.
Use Edit to change
any information.

STEP 7: Check your
mobile device for a
confirmation text.
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Type your
mobile number
Choose your mobile
carrier

The available text
commands are listed
here. Please make a
note of them for future
reference.

SERVICES QUICK GUIDE: How to Use Text Banking, continued

STEP 8: Reply Yes
to the confirmation
message on your
mobile device to
activate the text
banking service.

89549 is Signal
Financial’s short code.
Please add it to your
device’s Contacts to
send text commands
without having to
remember it.

USING TEXT BANKING
Please note that although Text Banking is a free service from Signal, normal data and messaging rates will apply
to any messages sent or received on your mobile device.
AVAILABLE TEXT COMMANDS
Bal			

Available balance for checking and savings accounts

Bal + shortname

Available balance for the specified account, example: Bal Sav

Hist			

Last four transactions for checking and savings accounts

Hist + shortname

Last four transactions for the specified account, example: Hist Sav

Help			

List of available commands

Stop			

Cancel use of text banking

STEP 1: Send a text
message to 89549
using one of the
above commands.
You will receive a
text in reply with
the information
requested. These
text commands can
be used to check
your accounts
anytime, any day of
the week.

STEP 2: If you need more information about your
accounts, log in to eBanking.
If you suspect there may be fraudulent transactions on
your account, send Member Services a secure message
from eBanking or call 301-933-9100, ext. 298 immediately.

NOTE: Signal Financial will not send unsolicited messages using the information you enter to enroll in Text Banking. Text
messages from Signal Text Banking will come from 89549 and are marked “SignalFFCU Text Banking.” If you receive a text
message you believe is suspicious, please send us a secure message in eBanking or call 301-933-9100, ext. 298.
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